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The Reformation at 500: the Priesthood of All Believers 

 

So we’re in the third week now, right in the middle of our fall sermon 
series, as we’re spending some weeks reflecting on how this year—
October 31st, actually—marks the 500 year anniversary of the 
Protestant Reformation, dating it to that moment when the young 33 
year-old monk Martin Luther posted his 95-theses to the church door 
in Wittenberg, calling on the church at that time to re-examine and 
reform some of its basic theology and basic practices.  

Practices like the initial one that Luther critiqued of the church 
raising funds by selling indulgences, pieces of paper that were said to 
buy God’s forgiveness.  

We’ve spent the last two weeks unpacking some of the theology 
behind that critique, or that protest, or that call to reform— 
especially highlighting the basic idea of the sovereignty of God—the 
idea that God is God and we are not God, and Luther’s interpretation 
of that to mean that we are justified, that we are made right, or 
forgiven or accepted by God, by grace alone and by faith alone. This is 
the basic, Reformation theology 101 idea that we don’t try to do good 
things, that we don’t try to love and serve our neighbor in order to 
earn God’s favor, but, on the other hand, much like none of us 
brought ourselves into being or raised ourselves up from infancy by 
our own efforts, we stand before God always and already on the 
receiving end of God’s favor, God’s grace, the gift of life and love and 
care, and so our call to love and serve others is not to earn grace but 
is in response to grace, is an expression or manifestation of grace.  

We’ve reflected these weeks some also on the mixed-bag legacy of the 
Reformation, how it’s given rise to some of the amazing 
developments of the modern world, but also how it’s had a hand in 
some of the major divisions and conflicts and prejudices over the 
centuries.  

Thinking some this week about what we talked about last week, that 
basic idea of being justified by grace alone, I’ve also been struck anew 
by how one of the major ironies or mysteries of the legacy of the 
Reformation is how this idea of not having to earn God’s favor would 
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go on to lead to the so-called “Protestant work ethic” and to our whole 
modern, capitalist system, where we often can feel sort of caught in 
this culture of busyness and consumerism, trying always to do more, 
earn more, buy more, strive more… 

I don’t have an easy answer to that irony of history—that irony of if 
we don’t believe we have to earn God’s favor, what are we so busy 
then trying to earn?—but I do think it’s interesting just to be mindful 
of it, and it can be challenging in a good way to question that impulse 
that we feel, and to try to think about it theologically. I’ve shared this 
quote with some of you at some of the different committee meetings 
throughout the week—it’s a quote that puts Reformation theology in 
interesting terms. It’s from Rev. Jim Forbes, former Pastor of the 
Riverside Church in New York City, and a leading African American 
theologian, who once put it this way, suggesting that Black 
Protestant churches perhaps have understood the point of the 
Reformation more so than White Protestant Churches have. He said, 
“White churches always want to know what they can do for God; 
Black churches want to talk about what God has done for them.”  

So an interesting notion to keep in mind, I think, as we go about our 
church work and our life work – are we more often busy wondering 
what we can do, even what we can do for God, or are we do we more 
often reflect on what’s already been done, on what’s good, on what 
God has done for us?  

*** 

Well, if the legacy of the Reformation idea of being justified by grace 
alone is a little bit of a mixed-bag, the legacy of the Reformation idea 
that I want to reflect on with you today—known as “the priesthood of 
all believers” or “the universal priesthood” is a bit more clear and 
compelling I think.  

For a basic definition here, this was Luther’s very radical and 
controversial idea at the time that essentially we don’t need any 
human mediators between us and God; the idea being that each 
individual has their own unique relationship with God; that each 
individual stands equally before God. In terms of the legacy of this 
idea, it’s not hard to trace a direct line from this idea that we all 
stand before God on equal terms to the revolutionary democratic 
ideas of all people being created equal and endowed by their Creator 
with certain unalienable rights… 
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To get a sense of why this was such a radical and revolutionary idea 
for its time, it’s helpful to remember what actually Luther was 
critiquing with this idea of “the priesthood of all believers” and it’s 
helpful to remember that in large part he was critiquing himself and 
his privileged position that he held being a monk and an ordained 
priest himself.  

The story of how Luther became a monk is an interesting one. Luther 
grew up in the small and provincial mining town of Mansfeld, where 
his father was a relatively successful owner of some of the copper 
mines. As the oldest son, the family had a lot of hope that Martin 
would end up advancing the cause of the family business, and so to 
those ends Luther started out as a Law student. The story goes that 
during Law school one summer day, Luther was walking out in the 
countryside alone and got caught in a terrible thunderstorm. Afraid 
for his life, Luther called out for St. Anne, who is the patron saint of 
minors and of the mining community, and apparently he vowed that 
he would enter a monastery if St. Anne saved him from the storm. 
This might seem like an extreme vow, but this was a time when 
storms were thought to be directly caused by the Devil, and for 
example, whenever a storm hit the town, they would ring the church 
bells to ward off the evil spirits. Well, indeed Luther survived the 
storm and he kept his vow and entered the monastery, much to the 
chagrin of his family, particularly his father. 

Luther famously took his vows as a monk extremely seriously, and it 
was as a monk, and eventually as an ordained priest, that he started 
out simply trying to reform the church that he belonged to and had 
given his life to. Eventually though, of course, his ideas would lead to 
him being excommunicated by the church, and to leading to the 
eventual split in the church between Protestant and Catholic.  

One of his ideas that prompted this dramatic split was this notion of 
the priesthood of all believers. This language gets a little technical, 
but at the time the church was divided into what were called two 
“estates”—there was the “spiritual estate” on the one hand, consisting 
of the monks, priests, nuns, bishops, popes, and then there was the 
“temporal estate” consisting of the everyday folk, the farmers and 
cobblers and miners and bakers and brewers. The issue was when it 
came to religion these two “estates” at the time weren’t thought to be 
on equal terms before God, the “spiritual estate” being thought to be 
closer to God and God’s favor, whereas the “temporal estate” were 
further away, and were dependent on the “spiritual estate” to help 
make them right with God. Something like “first class” Christians 
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and “second class” Christians. This division played out in some 
interesting practical ways as well. For Communion, for example, the 
priests and nuns were able to take communion with both the bread 
and the wine, whereas the lay folk were only allowed to take the 
bread.  

Again this language is a little technical, but basically Luther made 
the point that the difference between a monk and a farmer is not a 
difference in “estate” or not a difference in status or class before God, 
but is simply a difference in “office,” a difference in the tasks and the 
ways that one goes about one’s service to one’s neighbors, which is 
what Luther understood by the term priest—a priest is one who tries 
to represent Christ to others, who tries to serve others as Christ 
served, who tries to, as Christ taught, love the neighbor as oneself.    

And so for Luther, some Christians were ordained as monks and 
nuns to fulfill certain tasks like serving their neighbors through 
providing spiritual nourishment and inspiration, and some 
Christians were ordained to fulfill other tasks like making good shoes 
for their neighbors, or baking good bread, or making good clothes, 
anything that can be helpful and can serve our neighbors, for as 
Luther would put it, “God does not need our good works, but our 
neighbors do.”  

Luther said that “even when a milkmaid is milking a cow, she is 
glorifying God just as much as a preacher in a pulpit preaching a 
sermon,” and “God himself will milk the cows through him whose 
vocation that is.”  

Or as our scripture put it, which directly helped inspire this idea, 
“God’s various expressions of power are in action everywhere; but 
God himself is behind it all. Each person is given something to do that 
shows who God is.” 

Luther had a great image for this, he talked about our different 
vocations in the world as “the masks of God.” We can imagine a baker, 
for example, who prepares and supplies our bread, about how behind 
the baker, or through the baker, is the sense of there being a gracious 
Creator who faithfully provides for her creatures. The baker as a 
mask that God wears; the farmer as a mask that God wears; the 
teacher, the accountant, the carpenter, the nurse, the painter, the 
poet, the musician, and on and on and on, all vocations, all masks of 
God; and not just in terms of how we make a living, but Luther 
understood all of our everyday relationships also as having to do 
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with our vocation, marriage as a vocation, as a mask of God, being a 
parent, a friend, a mentor, a student, all masks of God, all ways that 
God’s presence can camouflage itself into everyday life.  

Here’s how one contemporary theologian summarizes it—“Luther’s 
rediscovery of vocation serves the church by giving us a theology of 
ordinary life. Although entirely valid and worthwhile pursuits, a 
Christian does not need to move to the mission field, pursue pastoral 
ministry, or engage in full-time evangelism in order to serve God. Nor 
do we need to retreat into spiritual enclaves in order to experience 
God. Rather, the Christian life is to be lived in vocation, in the 
seemingly ordinary walks of life that take up nearly all of the hours 
of our day. The Christian life is to be lived out in our family, our work, 
our community, and in our church. Such things seem mundane, but 
this is because of our blindness. Actually, God is present in them—
and in us—in a mighty, though hidden way.” 

And so, to end, I want to invite you to take a moment, and think 
about all those that you’ve encountered this week, all those faces, all 
those who have been helpful to you even in the smallest, most 
everyday ways…take a moment also and look around at those of us 
here today, on the surface maybe we see ordinary human faces, but 
what if we’re really looking at masks of God, what if God is really 
ministering to us through one another, every moment of every day, 
what if God is hidden in all of our different vocations, and what if it’s 
true that we’re all priests, that we’re here to represent Christ to one 
another, here to love and serve as Christ loved and served… 

“God’s various expressions….are in action everywhere….Each person 
is given something to do that shows who God is...” 

For this universal priesthood – thanks be to God.  

	  


